We propose a detailed explanation of increased variability of high-frequency (> I W Hz) components within the QKS observed in post-myocardial infarction patients, reported in recent studies of real highresolution ECGs. Using mathematical models of single, branching and tortuous cardiac strands, based on cellular experimental data, we simulated effects of conduction slowing, characteristic for regions bordering infarcts, on spectral properties of the depolarization signal, assessed by means of wavelet transform and wavelet variance. Calculated extracellular potentials contained oscillations with frequencies related to propagation velocity and cellular dimensions by simple mathematical formulas. We conclude that slow A P propagation at 3-20 c d s within infarct scars is a possible sourre of high-frequency (100-3W Hz) micropotentials and, with unstable activation wavefront andor trigger jitter, contributes to the increased beat-to-beat variabilify in the QKS.
Introduction
In infarcted regions of cardiac ventricles the intercellular connections are distorted and the consequent discontinuous electrical activation may produce ventricular late potentials at 100-300Hz with morphology and timing changing from beat to beat [I] . Possible instability in the activation wavefront can also give rise to beat-variable fractionated potentials that increase beat-to-beat variations within the QRS 121. It was found in 131 that patients after myocardial infarction (MI) with sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT) could be distinguished from healthy persons by increased variance of the envelope and instantaneous frequency of low-frequency 12-25 Hz or high-frequency 120-250 Hz signals obtained from decomposition of the depolarization signals by means of the Morlet wavelet transform. According to [4] , variance of the real part of complex Morlet wavelet transform of the QRS complex in X lead was higher in post-myocardial infarction patients with sustained monomorphic ventricular tachycardia as compared to normals in the frequency range 200-300 Hz. However, in those studies frequency ranges of largest discriminative power were established entirely experimentally and no theoretical justification was offered. In this work we try to identify possible sources of the beatdependent high-frequency components and explain their spectral properties. Sustained monomorphic VT after MI is usually caused by reentry facilitated through pathological regions of slow conduction. It gives necessary time for recovery of excitability of cardiac fibers in reentry circuit before next sustained excitation. Several experimental studies documented slow conduction at velocities as low as 3 c d s (in contrast to normal fast propagation at 50 c d s )
in the border zone of infarcts during the healing and healed phases [51. We simulated three most significant types of conduction slowing characteristic for infarct scars: discontinuous longitudinal propagation due to increased gap-junction resistance causing intercellular electrical uncoupling [ 5 ] ; conduction through branching strands leading to currentto-load mismatch and 'pull-and-push' effect [6];
. transveme zigzag activation spread through surviving islands of myocytes interrupted by connective tissue septa VIS81. 
Methods

Cardiac strands
2.3.
The depolarization signal and an abnormal small-amplitude beat-dependent high.. frequency oscillations U h f n ( t ) being superposition of K=6 comDonents Uxk.,(t -t k -Atk.,) originating from spread were investigated in great detail both in experimental studies and in simulations using mathematical models [6] . We repeated the simulation using LRdOO model with cells arranged as in fig. 2 . Myoplasmic resistance was lumped with gap-junctional resistance and membrane voltage was computed using CranklNicholson method with spatial step Ax = 100 pm. Tortuous route. Another important type of conduction slowing, associated with myocardial infarction and facilitating reentry, results from increased path length the activation has to travel in a matrix of merging and diverging bundles [IO] . Experimental studies suggest that such activation has often form of a 'zigzag' conduction perpendicular to the fiber orientation with apparent velocities as low as 5!cm/s [SI. Parameters Lbr and L b b (see table 1) used in 'our simulations were mean values taken from real and more irregular tortuous routes that were determined experimentally in [7] and 181. (Atk,i, ..., A t , , , . . . , A t , , ) . We simulated only the Ux components while the UQRS was modeled by Kaiser window waveform.
Wavelet analysis
Wavelet transformation has been successfully applied to various non-stationary physiological signals, particularly to high-resolution ECG. The wavelet transform of a nonstationary signal y ( t ) is defined as:
where r denotes scaling factor and g ' ( t ) -complex conjugate of mother wavelet (in our case Morlet wavelet).
Beat-to-beat real-part wavelet variance uiwTv ( r , t) of 
Results
Action potential propagation has been shown by many researchers both experimentally and in simulation studies based on mathematical models to be discontinuous in nature at the cellular level. Spread of excitation within a cell is very fast and continuous while at the gap junctions propagation delay occur [5]. Physiological gap-junction resistivity leads to macroscopic propagation velocity V I = 50 c d s , the delay between excitation of consecutive cells is very small and the extracellular signal is smooth. In the case of pathologically large junctional resistivity, velocity decreases to few c d s . Propagation delay increases to several ms and the cardiac cable depolarization signals Liz,, U Z Z contain distinct spikes ( fig. 5(a) ). We can fig. 6(b) ) but is apparent after wavelet transformation (fig, 6(c) ).
In the idealized case of identical QRS waveform far every realization n and perfect beats alignment. presence of a beat-dependent high-frequency signal is even more evident from wavelet variance than from a simple wavelet transform of a single beat because of the overlapping spectrum of the large QRS signal (compare fig. 6 (c) and 6(d)).
4.
Discussion and conclusions
In general, other conditions associated with conduction slowing and arrhythmia, like ischemia and cardiac sodium channel mutations [12] , can also give rise to a highfrequency signal if superimposed on a highly fibrotic region. On the other hand, fast propagation and sparse branching, theoretically able to produce I 0 0 Hz -200 Hz (see fig. 4(b) ), is unlikely to contribute many periods in the QRS signal due to need to travel long distance of several centimeters to last 100 ms (QRSduration . uelocity=100 ms.50 c d s = 5 cm). This study was motivated mainly by results and methods presented in [4] .
We aimed at providing a link between electrophysiological changes and properties of the QRS signal. Until now the assessment of the VT risk in post-MI patients by wavelet transform variance was based on putative frequency characteristics of the arrhythmogenic signals due to lack of their mathematical description. In this study we propose a simple mathematical relations between cellular
